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These readers have been written with rich vocabulary 
including embedded words that contain suffixes. Discuss the 
use of suffixes for changing the meaning of words and the 
spelling rules applied. The text consolidates earlier taught 
phonics skills and tricky words.

Teachers

Point and 
say the 
tricky word.

talking

playing

riding

amazing

exciting
watching

training

-s -ful-es

-en

-ing

-y

-ed

-ly-er -est
Words

Suffixes
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C�reers D�yC�reers D�y
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“Sid, today is going to be a great day!” said 
Pip. She claps her hands. “Why do you say 
that?” asks Sid. “Because it’s careers day at 
school, of course,” she said.
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“What would you like to be when you grow 
up?” asks Pip. “I have no idea, this is not 
going to be a great day,” said Sid. Sid hung 
his head low. Pip gave him a hug.
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“I can help. Let’s start talking about what 
interests you. What do you like doing? 
What are your hobbies?” asks Pip. “Well…… I 
love animals. I love playing the guitar. I like 
riding my bike. I like watching TV,” he said. 
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“That’s a great place to start,” said Pip. 
“Really? What can I do that combines animals 
and playing my guitar?” laughs Sid. 
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“We should focus on one thing at a time.  
How about training to be a vet? A vet is 
someone who loves and cares for animals,” 
said Pip. “I’m not sure about giving animals 
injections. I hate needles,” shrugs Sid.
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“Being a vet is so much more than that. 
Vets give x-rays. Vets fix broken bones. 
Vets teach people how to be good pet owners. 
They might even play their guitar for their 
patients,” said Pip. “Some vets work on farms or 
at the zoo. That could be exciting,” grins Sid.
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“You will be an amazing vet one day,” said 
Pip. “Go on, give it some thought and talk 
about this for careers day,” said Pip. 
“Thanks Pip. I feel better about it already. 
What would I do without you,” smiles Sid.
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Phase Six - Fiction
1. Careers Day
2. Don’t Get Lost
3. Moon Gazing
4. Studying Mummies
5. Painting at Home
6. Best Friends Forever
7. Planning a Pool Party
8. Shopping Time
9. Skate to the End
10. Building a Go-Kart
11. A Sick Puppy
12. The Mystery Robot
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